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A B S T R A C T
Due to limited bandwidth and high delays in access to Smart Meter measurements, it is not possible in most cases
to access measurements from the complete set of smart meters in a low-voltage grid area for distribution grid
monitoring. Distribution system state estimation can be performed based on measurements of voltage and active
and reactive power from a subset of selected smart meters. Increasing the number of selected smart meters will,
on the one hand, increase the accuracy of distribution system state estimation, while on the other hand, it will
degrade timeliness of the monitoring data. This paper proposes to utilize part of the idle time of the legacy
periodic smart meter data collection for access to measurements from the subset of selected smart meters for
distribution system state estimation. It subsequently proposes a methodology on how to quantitatively analyze
this trade-off. The methodology is applied to an example LV grid area with 20 customers using a weighted least
square state estimation with support of pseudo-measurements obtained during the regular smart meter collection
cycle.
1. Introduction
In recent years, the electrical behavior of Low Voltage (LV) grids has
been transforming due to the increasing penetration of Distributed
Energy Resources [1]. Traditionally, the generation of power required
to feed the loads of the entire electrical grid was centralized in large
power plants placed at the High Voltage (HV) level where the LV grids
were merely seen as loads. However, this operational philosophy is
changing due to the appearance of Decentralized or Distributed Gen-
eration based on Renewable Energy Sources such as Photo Voltaic (PV)
panels or small scale wind turbines. Additionally, a new type of loads
such as single-phase connected heat pumps, electric boilers or electrical
vehicles produce voltage and power profiles never seen before at the LV
level. However, these new loads and DGs can cause technical chal-
lenges, such as sudden voltage dips and swells, unexpected and un-
controllable voltage variations, congestion or bidirectional power flows
[2].
1.1. Background and problem scope
In this context, Distribution System Operators (DSOs) lack the
technologies required to ensure that the grid fulfills operational
requirements defined by grid codes and technical standards [3]. As
prerequisite of assuring operational requirements, the DSOs require as a
first step a reliable source of information about the operational grid
state. In electricity grids, the state of the grid can be fully captured by
the complex voltage phasors in every node of the system [4]. The de-
ployment of Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) would provide such
voltage phasors, but the high clock synchronisation needs in most cases
make the deployment too costly and hence infeasible for low-voltage
grids. On the other hand, there is an undergoing deployment of Smart
Meters (SMs) at the LV level which is close to 100% in some countries.
However, the raw measurements from the devices cannot be directly
considered since they contain noise due to different sources, e.g. mea-
surement class, gross errors, etc. [4], and they do not provide phase
angle information across different measurement points. Additionally, it
might not be economically feasible to acquire measurements from every
device. Therefore, the state of the power grid needs to be calculated
from an incomplete number of potentially erroneous measurements,
called state estimation.
1.2. System architecture and scope
Modern Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) encompasses SMs,
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data concentrators (DC) and central system units defining a new AMI
architecture. Fig. 1 illustrates a simplified high-level structure of AMI
used in LV distribution grids. SMs connect to so-called concentrators by
different communication technologies such as cellular, PLC, or wireless
mesh. From the DC the collected information is pushed to the head end
system (HES) from where information is made available to other
components located at DSO control centers via a dedicated interface.
Often the networks used to collect data (Communication Network 1
and 2 in Fig. 1) are based on a technology that offers a huge penetration
rate, because information from meters currently are used for billing
only. Hence, the requirements of connectivity is 100% which previously
has been hard to achieve, and with the requirements of data collection
frequency of a month, timing requirements have been quite relaxed,
hence these networks are currently not directly able to support a high
data transport capacity. Communication Networks 3 and 4 are often
modern technologies as 3G, 4G, Fiber or any other type of fast, high
capacity backbone networks, with sufficient bandwidth for high volume
data transmissions. The capacity constraint in the communication be-
tween SM and DC leads to long cycles of access to meter data (6–24 h.)
making the readings hard to use directly for any smart grid solutions.
1.3. Contribution and paper structure
This paper proposes an approach to extend existing Smart Meter
data access schemes by dedicated requests to voltage measurements of a
subset of selected smart meters. The paper analyzes the trade-off that
results from increasing the number of selected smart meters for dedi-
cated measurement access: the more Smart Meters are used, the smaller
the error of the state estimator while at the same time the timeliness of
the grid state becomes worse. This trade-off is quantitatively char-
acterized for an example of a realistic Low-Voltage grid with low-
bandwidth access to Smart Meters when applying the known method of
weighted least squares (WLS) state estimation.
The main contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows
(i) monitoring of LV grids is approached combining ICT and electrical
aspects, (ii) propose concepts for embedding periodic data collection for
state estimation in idle periods of legacy smart metering systems. (iii)
Investigate the use of WLS-based distribution system state estimation
for LV grid monitoring with a focus on the cumulative impact of the
number of selected SMs on monitoring system accuracy and its time-
liness. (iv) Provide an outlook on how the presented approaches facil-
itate future research directions to support near real-time monitoring of
LV distribution grids.
Section 2 presents related work and positions the contributions in
this paper. In Section 3, the system context and the general approach
for embedding access to selected Smart Meter data for state estimation
in legacy systems are introduced. Section 4 analyzes the timeliness of
the accessed data as resulting from such access to selected SMs. Section
5 introduces the approach for distribution system state estimation, the
assessment scenario and the results for the state estimation accuracy.
The results of the quantitative analysis characterize the trade-off be-
tween timeliness and state estimation accuracy in Section 6. Finally,
this work is concluded in Section 7 and an outlook on how to support
near real-time monitoring of LV grids is provided.
2. Related work
State estimation was first applied to HV power systems in the 70s
[6]. It increased the operational capabilities of system operators en-
abling to establish energy management systems equipped with an on-
line state estimation [7] among other functions. Nonetheless, until the
deployment of SMs started to take place, there were no telemetered
measurements available in the LV grids, and thus, state estimation
techniques could not be implemented.
Weighted Least Square (WLS) is the most widely used and in-
vestigated technique for state estimation, specially applied to the
monitoring of high and medium voltage grids. As detailed in [8] its
application to LV grids is not straightforward; main challenges are in-
creased computational requirements, accentuated numerical instability
issues, and the low bandwidth of actual metering systems. Of special
interest for this paper are the constraints related to the communication
infrastructures deployed for the data acquisition in LV grids, see Fig. 1.
Researchers have been working on the design of the Distribution
System State Estimation (DSSE), as many advanced technologies are
being implemented in distribution systems. Baran and Kelly suggested a
DSSE methodology for real-time control of the distribution system
based on the WLS approach and used a three-phase node voltage for-
mulation [9]. The latest tree-based DSSE was proposed in [10,11].
Likewise, different methods have been proposed to solve DSSEs for
unbalanced and/or asymmetrical systems [10,12,13] and radial net-
works [14]. However, the introduction of meshed topologies in future
smart distribution networks renders some of these methods inapplic-
able. Admittance matrix based methods are introduced in [15] and
improved in [16]. Therion et al. proposed a DSSE that would unify
power flow and short-circuit calculation algorithms to achieve a unified
DSSE with desirable numerical characteristics using modified aug-
mented matrices [16].
A DSSE solution on the basis of synchronized measurements is built
in [17]. Reference [10] shows that SMs can improve the accuracy of the
DSSE, provided that SM measurements are relatively synchronized.
Furthermore, treating signals as if they were all synchronized mea-
surements may reduce the quality of DSSE, as the time difference be-
tween measurements may be substantial in practice. In order to take
this latency into account, the precision of the available SM measure-
ments can be decreased. For example, Wu et al. [18] believed that the
available smart meter measurements had two error rates (2 per cent or
10 per cent), while Junqi et al. [19] considered that all smart meter
measurements had the same error (10 per cent). However, approaches
[18,19] do not take into account historical patterns of short-term load
variability and the duration of time that has elapsed between the
measurement sampling and the DSSE execution. Alternative approaches
involve modeling loads using a neural network for DSSE applications
[19]. The issue with this method is that training requires a reliable year-
round load flow analysis that is not available without a reliable DSSE.
In power systems, the estimated states will be updated in a periodic
fashion, event-triggered strategy or a mixture of both [20,21]. Of
course, the followed strategy depends on the technological constraints
of measurement devices and communication infrastructures. For
Fig. 1. AMI system architecture [5].
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instance, in HV grids, the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) system monitors states using measurements gathered every
few seconds [22]. Using Phasor Measurement Units allows tracking the
dynamic behavior of the system due to measurement synchronization
and faster reading updates [21].
The inclusion of measurement errors in calculation of electrical
parameters in distribution grids has been addressed in [23]: the paper
presents an approach to derive confidence intervals on the calculated
electrical parameters, assuming normally distributed measurement er-
rors. The paper studies the confidence intervals of the resulting calcu-
lations of feeder currents, when decreasing the number of available
measurements and replacing them by pseudo-measurements with high
variance.
Ideally, implementing monitoring systems for LV grids in near real-
time would require to acquire information from every SM placed along
the grid to reconstruct an accurate view of the operating scenario.
However, the number of SMs (and thus, the number of electrical nodes)
in LV grids might rise up to thousands, limited by communication
technologies leading to slow update rates [8]. In order to relax the AMI
performance requirements, smart metering data can be in some cases
substituted by so-called pseudo-measurements which are artificially
created measurements based on historical smart metering readings
[24]. In case of SM failure or communication network bandwidth
constraints, pseudo-measurements are of utmost importance in LV grids
to ensure grid observability, which is defined by the SE capability to
provide accurate estimates of the entire system given the input mea-
surements. Grid observability depends on the number and position
within the grid of available measurements [4].
The novelty of our work in comparison to the above is the assess-
ment of the trade-off between accuracy and timeliness for DSSE based
on periodical data collection utilizing idle periods of legacy smart meter
systems.
The architecture in Fig. 1 is a logical view of the AMI network, but it
also applies to the representation of a physical view defined by the type
of communication technology used and geographical representation.
There exist many realizations of the communication networks in Fig. 1.
The primary constraint for data collection is at CN1 and CN2 due to
the low bandwidth technologies deployed between SM and con-
centrators. Communication technologies and related Quality of Service
(QoS) characteristics are thus of paramount importance for LV dis-
tribution grid monitoring using AMI systems with a real-time, reliable
and efficient bi-directional data flow. Since there are a considerable
amount of customers/prosumers located in a LV grid, and thus, a large
number of potential measurement points, deploying and maintaining
traditional wired communication, e.g., Ethernet or Fiber would not be
economically feasible for grid operators. Therefore, deployment of
widely available existing communication technologies such as wireless
cellular, e.g., 2G, 3G and radio mesh networks or PLC present a cost-
effective solution for the AMI system. However, this comes at the cost of
small data rate, and imperfect/changing QoS properties within the
network [25]. For instance, narrowband PLC has data-rate ranging from
10 to 500 Kbps [26].
3. System description
In this section we describe the detailed behavior of the AMI system
and the embedding of smart meter data access for state estimation in
the AMI legacy behavior.
The architecture in Fig. 1 is a logical view of the AMI network, but it
also applies to the representation of a physical view defined by the type
of communication technology used and geographical representation.
There exist many realizations of the communication networks in Fig. 1.
The primary constraint for data collection is at CN1 and CN2 due to
the low bandwidth technologies deployed between SM and con-
centrators. Communication technologies and related Quality of Service
(QoS) characteristics are thus of paramount importance for LV
distribution grid monitoring using AMI systems with a real-time, reli-
able and efficient bi-directional data flow. Since there are a consider-
able amount of customers/prosumers located in a LV grid, and thus, a
large number of potential measurement points, deploying and main-
taining traditional wired communication, e.g., Ethernet or Fiber would
not be economically feasible for grid operators. Therefore, deployment
of widely available existing communication technologies such as
wireless cellular, e.g., 2G, 3G and radio mesh networks or PLC present a
cost-effective solution for the AMI system. However, this comes at the
cost of small data rate, and imperfect/changing QoS properties within
the network [25]. For instance, narrowband PLC has data-rate ranging
from 10 to 500 Kbps [26].
3.1. Standard AMI data access
The low bandwidth AMI Communication networks result in a very
slow update of data and long delays which affect the quality of in-
formation to support near real-time low voltage grid monitoring. Fig. 2
shows a typical AMI reading cycle where a concentrator repeats the
pulling of data from all meters periodically with a period of total
reading time (TTR). For example, a typical reading cycle could be 6 h or
once or twice a day. The DC pulls the SM measurements from all the
SMs in its range, which results in reading time Tr . The value for Tr de-
pends on the number of SMs and the round-trip communication delays
between SM and DC. The required Tr must be executed every cycle by
the AMI system to collect the mandatory data for billing of customer
consumption. The idle time Ti is the remaining time from the fixed total
allocated reading time of TTR ( = +T T TTR r i) [27]. The idle time has a
lower bound, minimum idle timeTimin, as there are some system services
such as software updates that need to be performed during the idle
time. The remaining idle time (Ti - Timin) can potentially be used for
reading selected relevant SMs for support of DSSE. The approach in this
paper is to utilize the spare idle time to provide measurements to be
used by DSSE.
In comparison with other voltage levels in the power system, LV
grids are highly unobservable due to the low ratio between available
measurements and system states. Nonetheless, pseudo-measurements
are less accurate than SM measurements impacting the performance of
the DSSE [28]. Thus there exist a trade-off between the capacity of the
AMI system to provide relevant measurements and the DSSE perfor-
mance measured by the accuracy of the estimates states. The capacity of
AMI data access system to provide relevant measurements for mon-
itoring is constrained by the spare idle time presented above. The more
SM measurements are supplied during the spare idle time; the less the
SE utilizes pseudo-measurements and the higher the accuracy. The re-
lationship and trade-off between the capacity of AMI to provide re-
levant SM information and accuracy of DSSE is further analyzed in
detail in the paper.
3.2. Snapshot measurements of selected Smart Meters for LV DSSE
The spare idle time has a limited capacity to collect relevant SM to
be used by the DSSE. The relevant SM IDs accessed for this purpose are
collected in vector of size R, and the time it takes to collect them is
referred as timeliness ( tΔ R) which is shown in Fig. 3. Here the as-
sumption is that these R Smart Meters measure electrical parameters
continuously every second and store it in a buffer (respectively over a
Fig. 2. AMI reading cycle.
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time interval centered on t0). As a consequence, if the DSSE is executed
using metering data with the timeliness of tΔ R seconds, the estimated
states correspond to a time instant of tΔ R seconds in the past.
3.3. Access to smart meter data for state estimation
Fig. 4 shows three different access schemes, which define how the
spare idle time is used for accessing selected SMs for state estimation. In
that figure, TrR refers to the time allocated for reading the selected SMs.
The schemes differ in the execution frequency and in the spacing of the
state estimation, in the maximum size of the time slot allocated for
reading the selected SMs.
Access Scheme 1 leads to an execution of the state estimation with a
constant period equalling the total reading time of the AMI. Advantage
of the scheme is that it would allow for the largest number of SMs to be
scheduled for selected access, as a single TrR can fill out the maximum
idle time. On the other hand, it results in a low execution frequency of
the state estimation.
Access Scheme 2 provides the opportunity for accessing the state
estimation multiple times per AMI cycle. Drawbacks are the resulting
shorter intervals TrR and the irregular spacing of the DSSE execution.
Access Scheme 3 reduces the disadvantage of the irregular spacing of the
DSSE execution, at the price of breaking up the legacy reading cycle of
all Smart Meters in several blocks - so requires a modification of the
legacy process.
In this work we focus on one single idle time window regardless of
the access scheme utilized. The analysis in Section 5 will be applicable
to all three access schemes; only the parameter ranges will be different
in terms of the maximum TrR that is available between the schemes.
3.4. Grid topology scenario for assessment
Fig. 5 shows the reference grid scenario used for the study in the
paper. The model is representative of a real rural LV grid in Denmark
[5], and yet it is small enough to have a computationally feasible sce-
nario. Due to the nature of rural areas, households are scattered in large
geographical areas which contributes to a smaller number of customers
connected by longer feeders. In this case, the total number of connected
customers are 19, all of them equipped with a SM. Additionally, the
secondary side of the substation is assumed to have a SM. Thus, the
total number of SMs in the area is 20.
While it is straightforward also to add more distributed generation
to this LV grid, the operating scenarios in the analysis performed in the
next sections only consider consumption in order to delimit the para-
meter space.
4. Analysis of timeliness of access to selected SMs
As introduced in an earlier subsection, the timeliness of the SM
measurements will depend on the number of SMs, R, that are accessed
for DSSE during the time slot(s) of size TrR within total AMI reading
cycle. We start by first elaborating of this TrR interval. A message se-
quence chart for a two-layer AMI data access system is shown in Fig. 6.
The presented two-layer architecture in Fig. 6 shows SMs at the
bottom, which perform the local measurements of voltage magnitude,
active power, and reactive power. The SMs forward the measurement
taken around t R0 upon request by the data concentrator. D1 represents
the round-trip communication delay between SM and concentrator and
is affected by the number of hops in the path between SM and
Fig. 3. DSSE is executed with timeliness of tΔ R.
Fig. 4. AMI Access Schemes.
Fig. 5. LV Grid Scenario, the black squares represent the position of the 20 SMs.
Fig. 6. Detailed procedures and timing for access to selected SMs for state es-
timation.
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concentrator. D2 is the delay between concentrator and the Head End
System (HES). Timeliness tΔ R is the maximum time it takes to read R
SMs with ⩽t TΔ R rR.
Measurements that are expected to be done at time t R0 such that the
first meter can immediately reply to the initial response, are assumed to
be locally planned and scheduled ahead of time. Behind the shown
process, a clock synchronization protocol is ensuring a reasonable ac-
curate clock synchronization between meters and thereby allows a
synchronized measurement time point t R0 to be scheduled across the
network. Each SMs will pick from the buffer and send the value from
t R0 .
The time difference between the snapshot measurements to the time
that the state estimation application having all information available is
analyzed as timeliness metric. Accessing data from R SMs in Fig. 6 af-
fects the timeliness metric as the different SMs may have different path-
lengths to the concentrator. To cope with the geographical spread of
smart meters, we assume in our metering infrastructure, that a multi-
hop meshed network is used. Each hop has a certain delay character-
istic, and the total end-to-end delay consists of a sum of delays, de-
pending on the amounts of hops between the concentrator and meter.
Considering the constraint < −T T T( )rR i imin , and deterministic single
hop communication delays, the resulting tΔ R value is:
∑= + +
=
t D D DΔ /2 ( ) ,R
n
R
n
1
(1)
2
1
( )
2
(1)
where = …D n R, 1, ,n1
( ) is the round-trip time delay for the n-th ac-
cessed selected smart meter. When there are a different number of hops
for the communication path to the selected Smart Meters, these
roundtrip delays will vary substantially accordingly.
4.1. AMI cycle and communication parameters
To perform trade-off analysis between timeliness and the accuracy
for LV DSSE, three different communication topologies are considered:
(1) all Smart Meters are in single-hop distance to the concentrator; (2)
all Smart Meters are in 5-hop distance to the concentrator; (3) is a
heterogeneous case in which all path-lengths from 1-hop to 5-hop
occur. This heterogeneous scenario is designed in such a way that the
distribution of all path-lengths is constant, so 20% of the SMs are in
distance from first to the fifth hop, respectively. In all scenarios, we
consider that the 20 SMs shown in Fig. 5 are all connected to a single
DC. We then vary the number of selected SMs from =R 7 to =R 20 in
order to analyze the different resulting timeliness.
Due to the sequential request/response pattern, and thereby de-
terministic access to the medium, there is generally little interference
between different smart meters. We therefore assume under otherwise
good channel conditions, that delays are deterministic. Values for
=D 10 s1 and =D (1/4) s2 are motivated by RF mesh and 3G based
networks at between SM and concentrator, and concentrator and
headend, respectively [5]. Usually, these delays depend on the message
sizes, and thus on the number of measurements to be transmitted, the
assumption here is that the packets have fixed size leading to a constant
delay. 1-hop and 5-hop scenarios represent best and worst AMI sce-
narios motivated by realistic AMI systems with meshed networks [5].
Table 1 summarizes the used parameters. An AMI cycle of =T 1 hTR is
used with an idle time =T 24 minI .
4.2. Impact of selected smart meters on timeliness
We investigate in this analysis the impact of different selections of
the R Smart Meters on the timeliness by exploring all possible combi-
nations of selecting R Smart Meters, and varying R in the range from
=R 7 to =R 20. We consider in this analysis three different types of
communication topologies as introduced in the previous subsection,
representing different situations, (1) one where all meters are very
close, i.e. 1-hop distance, to the concentrator, (2) one where all meters
has to go through four other meters before reaching the concentrator;
(3) a mixed case in which all path-lengths from 1 to 5 occur with ap-
proximately equal likelihood. The analysis targets to how does the
number R of Smart Meters and the selection of specific SMs affect tΔ R.
Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the number of selected SMs,
R, and timeliness tΔ R. Maximum and Minimum as well as average over
the possible selection of R selected Smart Meters are shown, while these
only lead to different values in the heterogeneous path-length case. For
the 1-hop and 5-hop scenario, every selection of R SM gives the same
tΔ R, we therefore only plot the average value of the two cases. The 5-
hop values give higher tΔ R due to the added delay to transfer the
message from SM to DC in multiple hops. Due to the assumption of
deterministic delays, the behaviour for one and five hops is linear.
Having 1-hop SMs naturally leads to the lowest timeliness as the
maximum number of SMs we could accommodate is higher than for 5-
hop scenarios.
To give an example for a given tΔ R, one can accommodate all the 20
first hop SMs, but only on average seven SM in a heterogeneous sce-
nario. The heterogeneous case gives us a more realistic scenario where
SMs are scattered in different hops. The analysis here is used later to
discuss the trade-off between tΔ R and estimation accuracy.
Although a maximum of 1000 s. may appear fairly long to be con-
sidered real-time, an accurate state estimation of the low-voltage grid
for some 15 min backwards in time still has high value for the DSO: In
particular for fault management scenarios, i.e. fault detection and di-
agnosis applications, a 15 min response time is still a dramatic im-
provement compared to the current methods based on customer calls
and manual search. Furthermore, note that the timeliness of the state
estimation will improve when faster communication networks to the
smart meters are implemented. So the assessment methodology and
results of this paper can also be used to determine communication
network requirements for future smart meter deployments.
5. Grid state estimation
In this part, we focus on the grid state estimation that is performed
based on the data collected from the AMI.
Table 1
AMI cycle and communication parameters.
1-hop RTT SM-DC DC-HE delay TTR TI
10 s 0.25s 1 h 24 min
Fig. 7. Relationship between number of relevant SMs and the resulting tΔ R for
the three communication topology scenarios. Maximum, minimum and average
for the one- and five-hop scenarios are on top of each other, because of the
deterministic delay, caused by the assumption of good channel conditions and
the sequential access to the meters.
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5.1. Weighted least squared state estimation
In our paper we use a WLS algorithm that minimizes the function:
∑= −
=
J x z h xminimize ( ) ( ( ))
Σi
m
i
ii1
2
(2a)
= + ∊z h xsubjected to ( ( ))i i i (2b)
where z is the measurements vector, h x( ) is a vector of equations re-
lating the states x with the measurement vector z, and Σ is the covar-
iance matrix of measurement errors ∊i. If the errors between measure-
ments are assumed to be independent, then Σ is a diagonal matrix. We
define ≔ −W Σ 1.
The measurement vector in the scenario of this paper consists of the
voltage magnitudes, active power values, and reactive power values of
the R selected Smart Meters at access time t R0 , so R3 real values. In
addition, pseudo-measurements of active power and reactive power are
used for the remaining −N R customer Smart Meters that have not
been selected for access, providing another −N R2( ) real valued com-
ponents of the vector z. The generation of these pseudo-measurements
will be explained later.
The minimal solution satisfies the first-order optimality conditions:
=
∂
= − ⎡
⎣⎢
− ⎤
⎦⎥
=g x J x
x
H x W z h x( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0T
(3)
where = ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
∂
∂H x( )
h x
x
( )
Using Taylor series expansion to linearize g x( ) around the state
vector xk (neglecting higher order terms) yields:
= + − =g x g x G x x x( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0k k k (4)
The system above can be solved by the Gauss-Newton method in an
iterative fashion:
= −+ −x G x H x W z h xΔ ( ) ( ) [ ( )]k k k T k1 1 (5)
G x( ) is known as the gain matrix of the system and equals:
=G x H x WH x( ) ( ) ( )k k T k (6)
The inverse of ̂G x( ) is the covariance matrix of the estimated states
[29]:
̂ ̂= −P H x WH x( ( ) ( ))T 1 (7)
The measurement function h x( ) is composed of equations relating the
input measurements with the actual state variables. The way these
equations are formulated is dependent on the utilized grid model. For
example, two-port π -model for the grid branches [4], three-phase
feeder model as in [15], etc., and the chosen state variables, i.e., nodal
voltages or branch currents in polar or rectangular form. In this paper,
the WLS DSSE methodology presented in [15] is approached where the
estimated states are the voltage phasors at every node of the system
expressed in rectangular form.
5.2. Usage and interpretation of error covariance matrix
Consider the error covariance matrix as indicated in Eq. (7). As
indicated in [29], since the measurement errors are assumed to be
normally distributed a ± σ3 deviation around the mean covers ap-
proximately 99.73% of the Gaussian curve. Therefore, an approach to
calculate the measurement weights is:
=σ
μ e·
3zi
zi
(8)
where ± e is the maximum measurement error relative to the mea-
surement value.
Note that μzi is the actual measurement, and it depends on the
system operating scenario and the Gaussian error added by the
measurement device. Therefore, the error covariance matrix of the es-
timated states is only valid for the estimates obtained given a set of
measurements. However, quantifying the variances of the estimated
states considering multiple operating scenarios can be achieved by
calculating the expectation of the state error covariance matrix based
on a large set of Monte Carlo simulations of different load conditions of
the grid:
=P E P[ ], (9)
which is used for evaluation in the upcoming sections. The diagonal of
the covariance matrix gives the variances of the rectangular coordinates
of the estimated states. Note that the largest of the diagonal entries in
this matrix defines the estimated state with the worst accuracy, and
thus this worst accuracy is used as metric in further analysis. Hereby,
the substation MV and LV busbar are excluded, in order to investigate
the improvement of accuracy on the junction boxes and customer nodes
[30].
5.3. Measurements and pseudo-measurements
Pseudo-measurements of active and reactive power are assumed to
be available for ALL customer smart meters: the values of the mea-
surement of P and Q during the regular reading cycle (during the time
period Tr) are used for these. The detailed model of the error of these
pseudo-measurements will depend on access scheme as introduced in
Section 3.3. This detailed analysis is out of scope of this paper; as the
example uses a reading cycle time of 1 h (see Table 1), the error due to
the age of these measurements is represented by a Gaussian random
variable with a large standard deviation of 50% of the true value.
The measured values of the R selected smart meters at time t R0 are
active and reactive power, with an added Gaussian measurement error
of ± 3%; in addition these Smart Meters measure the voltage magnitude
with a Gaussian error ± 1%[31]. All smart meter measurements are
assumed to be a single real value (lumped over the three phases)
measured by the Smart Meter over an interval of several seconds
around t R0 . In practice, the DC will request the corresponding mea-
surement value from the ring buffer of the Smart Meter device; the
required clock synchronisation between the selected smart meter de-
vices needs to be in the order of few seconds, which is achievable in
most practical settings; see [32] for additional error quantification of
de-synchronized clocks.
5.4. Simulation approach
In order to analyze the dependence of the accuracy of the DSSE for
an increasing number of selected Smart Meters, R, initially, a set of
=R 7 smart meters is selected as follows: The substation smart meter is
included, and then from each junction box bus bar, one Smart Meter is
randomly selected and added to the set. This results in the minimal
number of =R 7 Smart Meters, as there are six junction box bus bars in
the used topology. This initial selection is chosen, in order to assure a
minimal observability of the LV grid.
After performing the calculation of the state estimator quality for a
chosen number of R Smart Meters, the selected Smart Meter Set is in-
creased by one randomly selected Smart Meter from the remaining
−N R.
For each value of R, 1000 load scenarios are generated randomly, in
which each of the 19 customer loads is sampled independently from a
Gaussian distribution. For simplicity reasons, balanced loading sce-
narios are considered, i.e., same power consumption in each phase of a
given customer. Operating scenarios have been created by changing the
loading conditions accordingly in each customer as the input data to a
load-flow algorithm as in [33] and implemented in Matlab. The out-
come of the load-flow calculation are the assumed true voltage and
current phasors in rectangular form. However, as input to the state
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estimation, we use erroneous measurements by adding a Gaussian
error, see previous subsection.
5.5. Analysis of DSSE accuracy based on available data
In order to analyze DSSE accuracy, we use the obtained expected
value of the covariance matrix in Eq. (9), for which the expected value
is obtained by calculation using the synthetically erroneous measure-
ments from the simulated 1000 load scenarios. We furthermore in-
troduce another accuracy metric, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE),
below. From both accuracy metrics, variance respectively error values
result for each grid location, calculated over the 1000 different load
scenarios. We subsequently use the worst (largest) variance or RMSE
value in order to represent the accuracy of the DSSE method as it
provides an upper bound on the DSSE accuracy.
Fig. 8 shows the largest value of the square root of the state error
covariance matrix diagonal entries, obtained when assuming that dif-
ferent number of relevant smart meters (R) are accessible in the dedi-
cated access cycle during the idle time. Note that the accuracy measure
on the y-axis (obtained from the state error covariance matrix) in Fig. 8,
is given in per units, since the nodal voltages within the DSSE algorithm
are calculated per unit.
The accuracy values obtained by this approach are shown in Fig. 8,
which shows the largest observed state standard deviation obtained by
the 1000 MC runs. The results validate the approach of evaluating es-
timates accuracy based on the expectation of the state error covariance
matrices as introduced in Eq. (9). The trend on DSSE accuracy is that
generally having more relevant SMs improves the estimation. accuracy,
which is as expected. It should be mentioned that the flat behaviour
between R = 7 to 12 and again from R = 13 to R = 18, is a result of
our accuracy metric being defined by the worst value across all grid
locations. This worst value is not always benefiting by the added
measurement location in R. In other words, the worst estimate can be
fairly insensitive to additional measurements, and then can require
several added measurements to improve. Estimates at other grid loca-
tions will benefit from each additional measurement, and this highly
depends on their grid location relative to the added measurement point.
In addition to the square root of the largest expected value of the
diagonal of the covariance metric of the estimated states, the accuracy
of the estimator is also evaluated by the Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) of the estimated voltage magnitudes in component i ̂xi n( )
compared to the true voltage magnitudes xi
n( ) :
̂
̂ =
∑ −=RMSE
x x
N
( )
x
n
N
i
n
i
n
1
( ) ( ) 2
i (10)
The superscript thereby refers to the different load scenarios of the
Monte Carlo simulation, i.e. the RMSE is taken per state over all node
scenarios. In order to compare with the largest state covariance, the
maximum (worst value) over all states i (corresponding to different grid
locations) is then evaluated and plotted. The result of the RMSE metric
is shown in Fig. 9; its qualitative behavior resembles Fig. 8.
Note that the horizontal behavior of both accuracy metrics between
= …R 7 12 and = …R 13 18 results from the fact that the state with the
largest variance determines the accuracy metric. The added Smart
Meter measurement in these cases then does not help to improve this
accuracy, because it was too far away in the grid topology. A targeted
selection of an additional SM to improve specifically this state would
lead to a better result - this optimized selection strategy will be in-
vestigated in future work. The observed insensitivity to added mea-
surements of the estimates, thereby leads to the conclusion that as a
selection criteria for smart meter measurement points in the access list,
those near to the worst grid point that needs estimate must be prior-
itized. Note however, that the ‘worst’ grid location here in this paper is
obtained by a large number of Monte Carlo simulations of different load
scenarios. Therefore, it is not easy to in practice turn this into an online
measurement device selection policy and that step will therefore be
future work.
6. Assessment of trade-off between timeliness and DSSE accuracy
We now combine the analysis of the previous two sections, AMI
timing analysis and grid state estimation accuracy in order to show the
resulting trade-off quantitatively. The presented assessment approach
enables to directly combine the results. This combined result is shown
in Fig. 10. The results should be seen in the light that they generally
depends on
• Followed criteria for SMs selection and prioritization which will be
responsible for the accuracy improvement over the different sizes of
vector R.
• AMI communication topology that is influencing the increase of
timeliness while increasing the number of accessed SMs.
Here, the results are related to cases where additional smart meters
are selected without further considerations to their strategic position in
the grid.
Fig. 8. Largest estimated state standard deviation, obtained from diagonal of
state error covariance matrix (see Eq. (7)).
Fig. 9. Largest state RMSE (see Eq. (10)).
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Plotting the key performance indicators as depicted before allows to
easily decide the selection of SM data considering monitoring con-
straints defined by maximum allocated reading time TrR for relevant
SMs. The trade-off curves also provides knowledge on the expected
accuracy of the estimates. For example, if the allocated TrR bound is
400 s, it is easy to achieve good estimation accuracy for the one hop
scenario. However, for the fifth hop scenario, with a similar TrR bound
of 400 s, it is hard to achieve a good accuracy, as the state estimation
has to rely on only 8 of the 20 smart meters, and other measurements
are replaced by the highly erroneous pseudo-measurements.
For the two cases 1 and 5 hops only, the max and min are not
plotted, as they coincide with the average value. Hence there is only
max and min values for the heterogeneous case shown in Fig. 10.
7. Conclusion and outlook
SMs in current LV distribution grids can be used to support LV
distribution grid monitoring. Legacy SM reading cycles allocate idle
times used for services such as firmware updates. Part of the idle time
could be used to get measurements from selected SMs to support
monitoring applications. However, due to the low bandwidth AMI
communication technologies and a large amount of measuring points in
LV grids, there are challenges to provide near real-time data access.
The concept of utilizing the spare idle periods for near real-time
monitoring systems has been introduced in this paper and a metho-
dology to asses the tradeoff between timeliness and state estimation
accuracy has been presented. The methodology is applied to an ex-
ample grid with 20 SMs for different realistic AMI communication
topologies.
Future work includes the definition and assessment of intelligent
selection of Smart Meters, the extension and application of the meth-
odology to scenarios of stochastic communication delays, and the de-
sign of an adaptive data collection scheme for optimized access to SM
data for distribution grid monitoring utilizing the tradeoff assessment
methodology.
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